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Rebecka Rocquin

Student: _____________________

Rubric: Educreation Rubric
This rubric is meant to help guide in the creation of your PowerPoint presentation project. Each category in the
far left column represents a component of the project that will be taken into consideration when calculating the
final grade for this assignment. Review the rubric carefully before, during and after the creation of the
PowerPoint presentation, to ensure that all intended elements of your powerpoint have been represented and all
other criteria have been met.
Grading Rubric

Content
60 pts

Educreativity
20 pts

Use of Class
Time
20 pts

Excellent
4 pts

Good
3 pts

Fair
2 pts

Poor
1 pts

Total for Row
(N/A)

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total for Row

All required
content included
with correct
information.
<BR>
Topic is
discussed
clearly and in
an organized
manner.

All required
content with
relevant
information.
<BR>
Topic is
somewhat
discussed but
more
information is
required.

Missing some
relevant
information.
<BR>
Topic is slightly
discussed but
more material is
needed.

More than half
content missing
OR does not
contain relevant
information.
<BR>
Topic is
addressed but
not discussed or
elaborated on.

______________

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total for Row

All features of
the app are
utilized in a
manner that
creates flow and
understanding
of content.
(drawing,
highlighting,
speaking,
pictures)

Features of the
app are used
but not in a
manner that
creates flow and
understanding
of content.

Very little
creativity with
the app
features.

Features of the
app are not
utilized to
create flow of
content.

______________

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total for Row

Used time well
during the class
period. Focused
on getting the
product done.
Never distracted
others.

Used time well
during the class
period. Usually
focused on
getting the
project done
and never
distracted
others.

Used some of
the class time
well during the
class period.
There was some
focus on getting
the project done
but occasionally
distracted
others.

Did not use
class time to
focus on project
OR distracted
others.
Reminders were
given.

______________
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